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Navigating the Compensation Maze: Six Main Systems, Sixteen
Variations, and Seven Steps to Success
By Nick Jarrett-Kerr

The last twenty years or so has seen considerable debate about the most suitable method of compensating and rewarding
professional service firm partners and members. The traditional practice model of a professional service firm has long been the
partnership model, a model that has also for some years developed into a partnership/corporation hybrid in which the
partnership model of compensation has remained dominant. Over the last decade or so, more and more professional service
firms have morphed into corporate models and this has introduced complexities to the various compensation models in use In
traditional professional service firm models, the individualistic Eat What You Kill (EWYK) model is seen as one extreme of the
spectrum, whilst the purer forms of equal-sharing lockstep schemes are viewed as being at the opposite end of the same
spectrum. In truth, the use of models at both opposing ends of the spectrum have largely become rare. Many firms have
constructed arrangements which try to meld the ethos of true partnership with something that encourages a hard-working in
which individuals can be rewarded on a performance related basis
In this paper, I attempt to review the development of the more recent and bewildering trends in partner compensation in relation
to the six main historical compensation systems. This includes a review of the adaptation and cannibalisation of the different
systems, usually based at least in part on the firm’s history and in part on current profit drivers and imperatives. In a separate
paper, I review the main methods of reviewing and assessing partner contribution.

The Six Main Compensation Systems in Professional Service Firms
There is no single system that has suited every professional service firm in the past and – as firms move towards greater
degrees of corporate structures – there are likely to be many systems that attempt to incorporate or hybridise the best of the
“Big Six” whilst attempting to avoid the drawbacks.

System One: Performance Related (or ‘Subjective-based’) Compensation
There is a discernible global trend away from both pure lockstep and the more individual and statistics-based systems such as
Eat-What-You-Kill and Formulaic systems. Approximately 70% of U.S. and Canadian law firms primarily base their partner
compensation on subjective criteria.[1] In accountancy 5% of US firms with 8+ partners use a compensation committee to
allocate income vs. 15% using formulas[2]. The trend at both ends of the spectrum is towards a more performance related
system relying on qualitative or ’subjective’ assessments. The exact make-up and structure of so called subjective-based
systems will vary enormously. Firms moving towards performance related systems will usually keep some vestiges of their
historical or formula-based systems and many provide some certainty and security for their partners by fixing base salary or
compensation tiers for their partners.
Some large international firms have moved onto compensation and rewards systems which are wholly performance based.
Such firms often have as many as nine to twelve bands and partners are allocated into bands on an assessment of the
sustained value which they have brought to the firm. In other words, the firm tries to look not just at one year’s performance but
for long term contribution. Some such firms will look two years back and one year forward to arrive at a view.
There are many examples of such firms worldwide. Typically, the firm will place partners in one of about eight or nine bands. A
former partner of a UK-based international firm recently told us somewhat cynically that the top band is designed to ensure that
a very small number of ‘power partners’ get more than $1 million per annum. The bottom band is an entry level band. In most
firms with a system like this, the bands themselves are arranged so as to have significant gaps between bands – $100,000 or
more is a popular band interval and there are often band intervals of up to $200,000.
Structurally, the firm will – as with performance criteria – tend to fix the highest and lowest bands first. The highest band will
represent what the firm feels it must pay (assuming it is affordable) to the firm’s star performer or performers, whilst the lowest
band will represent a fair market package for an incoming equity partner. The other bands will be arranged with suitable
intervening gaps between top and bottom.
Although this methodology can theoretically lead to huge uncertainty (as partners have no assurance or guarantee of what band

they might be in next year), firms will often provide that partners can move up no more than two bands in any one year and have
the certainty of knowing that they can only be demoted by one band in any one year. We have also seen some partnership
provisions which provide for almost automatic expulsion if a partner is demoted more than once in a reasonable period of time.
The point should be clear by now that movement either wholly or in part onto performance related (or subjective-based)
compensation should not be attempted until and unless all the partners are crystal clear as to what the firm expects its partners
to do and how it needs them to behave. However small the firm decides the performance related part of the overall
compensation should be and whatever the balance between client work production and other more ‘subjective’ areas, the firm
has to decide the areas in which it wants its partners to perform as well as the criteria for success – those behaviours and
outcomes which the firm will value and reward them. In addition, it has to form a view as to how the ‘subjective’ factors are
going to be assessed, scored or judged.

System Two: Formula Systems
A formula system requires the firm to gather information such as billable hours recorded and billed, new business generation
(originations), and collections, and then enter the data into an allocation formula which then spews out the compensation
distribution. Many partners assume that most large firms – particularly in the USA – operate on such a highly objective, pure
formulaic system but by my observation, however, only about 10% of large firms use a strict formula. Roughly one-third of firms
have a system that at least in part is subjectively determined or moderated by a compensation committee based on
consideration of data, interviews with partners, recommendations by firm leaders and similar inputs. At the other end of the
spectrum, I estimate that only about 5% of firms use a pure lockstep system where profits are evenly divided among partners or
where seniority is the sole determinant of compensation, but another 10% have a modified lockstep system where the senioritybased rise up the compensation ladder may be affected by performance factors. The remainder (about 40%) is some
combination of two or more of these factors, most frequently an objective system that can be modified by subjective input.

Eat What You Kill (EWYK)
Typically, in a EWYK-based system, performance as a practicing professional is objectively measured by a combination of
originations and work performed. Although this approach is usually modified to include a few other performance criteria besides
only billing, it still means that the professionals in the firm that produce are rewarded commensurately, while those that don’t
are penalized. The advantages of this system are that the firm can pay the premium salaries that the very top talent demands,
and that the system self corrects for professionals that want to reduce workload, perhaps for lifestyle reasons. For middle sized
and emerging firms, a highly incentivized system such as this may be the only way to attract top talent.
Under the extreme form of this system each partner bears a share of firm overhead, but pays the salary of his or her secretary
or assistant. Also, individual marketing, continuing education, personal technology and memberships costs are the responsibility
of the individual partner. The time of juniors is purchased from the firm at set rates but charged out to clients at whatever billing
rate the partner thinks is appropriate. Partners can also sell an interest in a particular file to another partner at a negotiated rate.
(Typically, the client originating partner will get 10 percent of whatever is billed by the other partner.) Having dealt with all of the
costs, the partner then gets to keep 100 percent of all receipts.
The extreme version of the system does have strengths. As every partner has total responsibility for his or her income and
clients, partners know exactly what they must do to achieve the income levels they desire. The system provides incentives at
various levels. First, the partners will want to bring in business for others because they get a percentage of the billing when they
sell the file to another partner or when they get a junior to manage the file. There is also an incentive for hiring and retaining only
profitable, hardworking juniors so that they can maximize their own incomes. There strong motivation for partners to collect their
receivables because it is their own money. Lastly, the firm will maintain tight controls on spending because partners will not
tolerate too large an overhead allocation. There is no pie splitting animosity because there is no pie splitting. Everything is dealt
with at an individual level.

Formula Systems
Under a “pure” formula system an allocation methodology is set up which typically is designed to reward ‘Finders’, ‘Minders’
and ‘Grinders’. Whilst firms might weight each of these three areas, many will simply weight each with 33.3%. This then
becomes easy to measure – you simply calculate the volume of work introduced, the volume for which the partner is responsible
in terms of being a team manager and the volume which the partner actually generates from his own efforts. The formula then
applies to work out each partner’s compensation. There are many problems with such systems. First, we have encountered
many formula systems which do not recognise or reward all the criteria necessary for a firm’s success. A formula has to
operate against numbers and some factors are intangible. Second, formula systems have been proved to be easy to
manipulate. Third, formula systems are highly inflexible.

Agreeing on a Formula for Credits (“Originations”)
All surveys in the legal and accountancy sectors confirm the continuing importance of tracking originations. It seems that about
70% of firms who track originations continue to do so indefinitely with about 10% preferring to end originations after a number of
years. For origination credits to work fairly, there must be agreement on the rules for the identification of the originator, for
shared credits, for changing allocations and for ending (or not ending) the duration of the credit. The basis for the originations
formula goes back to the 1940s, when the Boston law firm Hale and Dorr created what is regarded as the first incentive-based
compensation system. Under a modified version of this, 10% of profits would go to the finders, 20% to the minders, 60% to the
grinders and 10% to a discretionary pool for allocation on a subjective basis. One firm that still uses originations extensively is
US law firm Flaster Greenberg. In that firm thirty percent (30%) of the total amount available for distribution is allocated
proportionately to the shareholders based on origination, nineteen percent (19%) is allocated proportionately to the
shareholders based on minding and fifty-one percent (51%) is allocated to the shareholders proportionately based on
production. Shareholders receive the same production credit regardless of whether they work on a client file they originated or
another attorney’s file.
The firm argues “The financial credit for origination is divided into two categories – origination and minding, which allows
attorneys to share credit for client acquisition and management. Accordingly, attorneys are rewarded for each step in a client
relationship – bringing in clients, managing the file and performing the work. This means that minding attorneys are rewarded for
servicing and growing the client.
The delicate balance between rewarding originators and rewarding the working attorneys is maintained as evidenced by the fact
that both the firm’s high originators and high billers have remained at the firms.

Pitfalls in Formula Systems
In most major firms, the trend is away from compensation which is highly driven by partners individual client-related efforts. The
biggest drawback is that such systems are anti-institutional. As such, they can be a good vehicle for smaller firms but are not
really suitable for firms as they grow larger. Because no one gets recognition for non-client time, there is often a void when it
comes to firm management, training of juniors, firm marketing or human resources. There is certainly no room for those with a
global mindset. Additionally, such systems create no need for collegiality other than as a method to market other partners for
work for their clients. Often partners don’t even talk to their colleagues unless they have a financial or personal reason to do so.
That, in turn, spreads throughout the firm, creating a very difficult environment for most staff, juniors and even some partners to
work in.
One further huge drawback with performance based compensation systems is that they can become expensive nightmares to
administer, if the metrics are not carefully selected. On the one hand, people do not as they are told but as they are rewarded,
so the system needs to reward exactly the kind of behaviour that the firm desires. If practice leaders are measured on their
individual contributions to billing, then they will not delegate, manage, coach or do anything else that fails to drive their individual
billing. If securing new work is rewarded, existing clients will tend to be neglected. If originations are rewarded, then people will
tend to pay attention to business development. [3]

System Three: Ad Hoc Systems
Although we have no explicit survey evidence to prove it, there are a great many professional service firms throughout the world
who have historically allocated their profits and partner compensation on a fairly informal basis and continue to do so. We have
however noticed that this exercise becomes more difficult and contentious once the firm grows to about fifteen or so equity
partners, members or shareholders. Above twenty or so partners, formal systems and structures generally become necessary.
Many firms employing ad hoc compensation systems started as family or sole proprietor firms where the founder partner or
partners set all the rules and provided all of the leadership and partnership control. As partners came in, they were allocated
profit-sharing and compensation packages by the controlling partner or coalition of partners, and their shares tended only to
increase over time if the firm leaders so decided or where the firm is faced with defections. Firms with strong and controlling
leadership, whether or not from a founding partner, have much to commend them. The famous ‘herding of cats’ problems do
not apply to firms where partners have to do what they are told. Such firms, however, usually find that both a spirit of
entrepreneurship and continuing profitable growth of the firm will eventually become stifled unless heavy central control and
dictatorship develops into a more sustainable institutional model. This generally leads to the formalisation of the rules for equity
membership, progression and compensation.
Other firms have continued to adopt an annual negotiation where compensation allocations are discussed or fought over by the
entire partnership. In some firms, each partner fills out a slip of paper with his or her compensation proposals and these are then

aggregated. In some firms, this system is done anonymously; partners will see what other partners have proposed but they do
not know who made which recommendation. A variation of this is the open method where partners know who recommended
what. This can certainly lead to robust debate! Occasionally, a remuneration or compensation committee is appointed to apply
rough justice without any detailed rules of engagement or criteria being agreed.
Ad hoc systems therefore can range from a heavily autocratic extreme to a predominantly democratic model where every
partner is allowed an equal say in compensation setting discussions. They can work well or badly depending on the level of trust
and the culture of collegiality within the firm. Partners generally need to have the comfort of knowing that their overall
contribution to the firm is both known and being fairly taken into account. Systems which are perceived to favour the popular
partners and those who are best at selling themselves and their accomplishments within the partnership often act to disconcert
those who prefer to keep themselves to themselves, or work in more humdrum areas of practice.

System Four: Founder Patronage Systems
As a variation of ad hoc systems, I have noticed some firms where the influence of the founder partner or group of partners
continues to influence the profit-sharing and compensation allocations. Founders often maintain an iron grip on their firms
generally and a rigid control on the equity of the firm in particular. The introduction of new equity partners in the typical founder
firm often takes place when the need for succession planning is identified, when the firm starts to stagnate (and needs an
infusion of new talent) or when the firm’s growth starts to outstrip the ability of the founders to control the growth within a rigid
employment hierarchy. When founders recognise the need to introduce new equity partners, their mindset often is that they are
‘giving away’ a share in the firm to their new partners, many of whom have been employed salaried partners for many years
and were chosen originally for technical skill rather than leadership qualities. This patronage mindset can continue for a long
time after the firm is opened up to new blood and is demonstrated by the founders deciding all compensation issues against
inevitable complaints of favouritism and arbitrariness.

System Five: Lockstep and its Variants
Under a Lockstep or seniority based system, an individual Partner, upon admission to the Partnership, is exchanging his own
individual earning power and his own intellectual capital, for participation in a ‘mutual fund’ of other Partners. Through this, he
is able to share in the joint future incomes of his Partners, some of whom will be his contemporaries and some of whom will offer
differing levels of expertise and experience gained through the years.
A lockstep system has a number of attributes:
Each Partner’s share of Profits depends entirely upon his seniority
In any given year, the relationship between Partners at different levels is pre-determined
The system recognises that Partners take time to find their feet following entry to Partnership
The system emphasises the mutuality of Partnership, and the sense of sharing and support which should exist between
Partners
Lockstep is essentially a sharing model of Partnership, emphasising the gains and benefits to be had from diversifying
opportunities and spreading risk amongst a group of Partners, and away from an individual ‘eat what you kill’ mentality
The system distinguishes between the personal attributes and earning power of each Partner (his ‘individual human
capital’) and what the firm’s institutional capital – that which cannot be easily removed from the Firm, or duplicated
outside it and described above
The system encourages a more collegial environment in which Partners are encouraged to pursue the firm’s best
interests, rather than their own
The Perceived Benefits of a Lockstep System

For a firm with a large element of firm-specific intellectual capital, the sharing or lockstep system has some important potential
advantages. The main benefit is to provide outstanding diversification and to reinforce a culture in which clients are viewed as
firm clients and in which efficient teamwork is encouraged.
In the case of many lockstep firms the client is regarded as central to their whole ethos, and for such a firm a culture of firm
before self’ is entirely consistent with a sharing, lockstep model of profit sharing. What is also clear is that the presence and
level of firm-specific capital is so marked in such firms that they are potentially much more profitable for individual partners than
alternatives outside the Firm. This in turn reduces the risks of poaching by other Firms. This is borne out by the research of
Messrs Gilson and Mnookin[4] nearly forty years ago who found that the concept of firm-specific intellectual capital explains why
some sharing firms achieve substantial efficiencies, tend to be amongst the most profitable professional service firms, and avoid
some of the risks of partners grabbing clients and leaving the firm.

The Draw-Backs of Lockstep
Lockstep is seen as having the following disadvantages:
It does not deal explicitly with the issue of underperformers or shirkers
It does not deal with the issue of exceptional high flyers
It does not reward, sufficiently quickly, superior young Partners
It can reward moderate partners to a greater extent than they deserve
Even if underperformance is not a problem, nevertheless, in the world of professional services there is a fine line
between the good partner and the excellent one.
It can prove difficult to find the right pace on the equity ladder for lateral hires
In the Lockstep firm, the problem of shirkers and underperformers is seen as more of a management and development problem
than a problem of reward. Firms with a Lockstep or Sharing system of Profit Sharing tend to be less tolerant of poor or mediocre
performance than firms which make extensive use of individual performance based rewards. The attitude can be very much one
of ‘shape up or ship out’. The problem is that not every issue of underperformance results from laziness or lack of intellect. The
underlying causes for underperformance can include:
Cultural problems, including complacency, coasting and a desire to remain in a comfort zone
Partners who have reached the limits of their capabilities
Partners with personal difficulties or under stress
Failure to understand why it is necessary for new approaches to be adopted or new tasks to be done
Mental blocks on how to raise the game
Conditions in the Market Place
The experience of a number of Firms is that a reduction in profit Share to cope with underperformance brought about by some
of the causes listed above, can tend to demotivate the Partner still further with the result that performance levels drop still
further.

Trends for Firms Retaining ‘Pure’ Lockstep
We see many firms across the world that are wedded to the concepts and values of ‘true partnership’ and equal sharing which
finds its expression in the lockstep principle. However, many such firms are tending to sand down the edges of pure lockstep in
order to maintain flexibility and the ability to manage performance.
As a Partner moves up the lockstep and grows within the partnership, firms generally expect his/her contribution to increase.
This does not relate to the overall hours spent on Firm business or the degree of collaboration, but to the value that the Partner
brings to the Firm. Firms very often therefore provide benchmarks and criteria which they wish to see partners attain as they
develop through the partnership. These benchmarks are supported by training and coaching and monitored via appraisal . At
the same time, these benchmarks and criteria will often provide the minimum acceptable standards for partners of the firm,
protracted or persistent under=shooting of which will result in the partner being asked to leave. The more caring firms will
sweeten this frightening prospect by providing for a period of intensive care and coaching to allow the partner to address his or
her perceived shortcomings.

Variations of Lockstep (Hybrid Lockstep)
More radical solutions have also made their way into the structures of many firms. Some 60% of UK law firms now report, for
instance, that they have introduced some form of modified lockstep. This is particularly the case where firms do not want to
admit new partners if those partners are going to progress automatically to parity. Equally, many firms are reluctant to go the
whole way into a pure performance related system but wish to retain the flexibility to even out elements of unfairness and to
make some measure of alignment between individual contribution and individual rewards. Many of these ‘hybrid’ systems seek
to give partners two things. First, it gives certainty in that partners will know in advance what their guaranteed minimum income
will be assuming the firm meets its financial targets. Second, partners know that they will also be rewarded for performance in
due course.
What is important to bear in mind is that the system must support the firm in its growth and in the attainment of its objectives.
We have seen many such modifications but they tend to fall into one or more of the following eight types.
Lockstep Hybrid One: Managed Lockstep
A managed lockstep is one where the progression up the lockstep ladder is assumed but not presumed. The firm will preserve

the right in exceptional circumstances to hold a Partner at his/her current position on the lockstep, or even to reduce points, if
that Partner’s performance does not warrant progression. In addition, there will often be a “gateway” at one or two places on
the lockstep through which a Partner can and will pass only if the firm agrees that he/she should progress further. Some firms
also retain the right to advance a partner through the lockstep faster than the standard progression and in some cases to reduce
a partners share.
Lockstep Hybrid Two: Lockstep plus discretionary performance related element
Another variation provides for Lockstep to apply to the major part of the firm’s profit pool, but the remaining part of a partners
profit share is performance related. There are two main methodologies currently in play. The first methodology divides the profit
pool into two parts, with one part allocated to the lockstep and the other part reserved for performance related allocations. We
have seen some firms allocate as much as 40% of the firm’s profit for distribution on a performance related basis, but
commonly the percentage is between 15% and 30%. The advantage of this methodology is that partners can often be
persuaded to feel that, unless they are perceived to be underperforming, all partners will receive something from this part of the
profit pool.
The second methodology provides for 10, 20 or 30 additional merit points to reward retroactively for superior or exceptional
performance, but with a re-base to 100 points each year. Some such systems seek to restrict the effect of such a provision by
providing that points for superior or exceptional performance are unlikely to be awarded to more than a fairly small percentage
of partners.
Lockstep Hybrid Three: The Super Plateau
The super plateau system is a managed lockstep under which, having reached 100 points (which would be the points plateau
for a firm operating with a lockstep to 100 points), an exceptional partner can then progress further to a super plateau which is
reserved for a very few star partners. This super plateau generally operated prospectively in that partners are moved on to the
super plateau on the assumption that future performance will match or exceed past performance.
Lockstep Hybrid Four: Lockstep plus formula bonus
A further variation gives a partner a formula bonus in addition to his points based profit share. This bonus generally operates as
a first slice of profits and is based on a percentage of the partner’s realised billings. This is not a popular system as it can
reinforce tendencies to hog work and to be anti-collaborative.
Lockstep Hybrid Five: Exceptional bonuses for extreme high flyers
Some firms also provide for the ability to award an individual payment in order to reward a “one-off instance” of exceptional
performance.
Lockstep Hybrid Six: A two tier system with a lockstep ‘salary’ element plus discretionary performance related
element
Under this system, a partner will receive a ‘salary’ which will usually have some relation (at least at entry level) to a market
salary for a professional of similar seniority and market worth. These ‘salaries’ are banded and partners will move up the bands
in a similar way to lockstep progression. The aggregate of the ‘salaries’ payable to partners operates a first tranche of
distributable profit, and the residual profit is then allocated on a performance related basis.
Lockstep Hybrid Seven: A three tier system – salary, ownership shares and performance related element
A further variation is designed to align partners’ profit shares more closely to remuneration methodologies in the corporate
world. Like senior employees of a corporation, a partner will receive a ‘salary’ plus a ‘dividend’ plus a performance related
bonus. The ‘salary’ is either reviewed regularly on a market basis or simply banded with partners moving up and down salary
bands in a similar way to lockstep progression. Again this salary operates as a first tranche of a firm’s profit. The ‘dividend’ is
received by means of the allocation to each partner of owners’ points (sometimes known as Proprietorship Points) on lockstep
principles. The residual profit (after deduction of the aggregate ‘salaries’, is then split between the amounts allocated for
owners’ points on the one hand and a performance element on the other.
Lockstep Hybrid Eight: Fixed Value Points systems
Firms operating internationally or with major profit differences between offices or regions whilst operating on a common profit
pool usually build in some variation in the value of points. The invidious alternative is to vary the actual number of points

allocated with the effect that eminent or senior lawyers in different markets will be on different profit shares, which can cause
difficulties. In general, the points allocation to each individual should be based on their peer group position on the lockstep, or
their performance level relative to others, or a combination of both. However, it is then necessary to recognise and reflect
differences in profitability between offices, or purchasing power differences, or both, by adjusting the value of points between
the various markets. There is an important psychological issue in this approach in that it has all peer group partners on the
same level of points so it is according to them an equal level of seniority or performance or both. This can be quite important in
status terms and in motivation. People can feel undervalued if their level of points varies from their peer group: this is much less
where the value of a point varies because of external factors.

System Six: Combination Systems
It is very difficult for any firm entirely and radically to change compensation systems to an entirely new model. The vast majority
have preferred an incremental approach to change. Hence, modifying a mainly formulaic or algebraic system to a combination
system reflects the desire to maintain at least some of the attributes of a system to which partners have become used and in
which they have some levels of confidence. The aim of a combination system would be to retain some elements of formula
whilst assessing partners for overall contributions. The eventual objective might be to end up with three elements (like ibanks) of
salary (to reflect effort and production), dividend (to reflect ownership state) and bonus (to reflect good contribution). The
approach of firms has been multifold but some examples are
1. Formula plus Subjective Assessment. A combination of an algebraic formula based on performance with a subjective
element based on a balanced scorecard. One accountancy firm mentioned in Aquila and Rice’s book[5] for instance used
a 75% formula approach and 25% for subjectively assessed performance
2. Base salary plus formula. All partners receive a base compensation (Salary) fixed at market rate or as a proportion (say
60%) of their average compensation over the past three years and the balance of the firm’s distributable profit (after
deduction of the aggregate salaries) based on formula. The latest Rosenberg survey found that 86% of CPA firms have
a base salary tier. The base salary, usually 65-75% of total compensation, is both the historical and street value of a
partner and gives both established and incoming partners confidence that their basic financial needs will be met
3. Formula Salary with the balance assessed on a subjective basis that takes into account overall contribution
4. Salary with a proportion of the residual profit being subjectively assessed and a further proportion being carved out into
a bonus pool for allocation after year end for exceptional performance in that year
5. An alternative approach is for all senior professionals to receive a base salary which reflects their efforts and status as
working professionals with the remainder of the distributable profit being allocated through a combination of the existing
formula and an adjustment to reflect non-financial contributions.

Making Sense of It All: Seven Steps to Success
In our fast-changing world, with a bewildering choice of different compensation systems, it is vital to work through seven critical
steps.

Step One: Supporting the firm’s strategy
By far the most important aspect of a firm’s compensation system and underlying policies is that it must support the firm in
achieving its strategic and economic objectives. The system needs to help to underpin a unified understanding of where the firm
wants to go, where it is likely to prove to be successful and what trade-offs are likely to take place along the way. Sadly, many
compensation systems reward the past, and perhaps the immediate and short-term future; those who are working prospectively
towards longer term goals can lose out in the pie sharing contest.

Step Two: Alignment with the firm’s business model and structure
The firm’s business model is the framework by which the firm competes, generates revenue and delivers profit. For many firms
there is an uneasy balance between high volume, low margin work at one extreme and lower volumes of ‘bespoke’ one carried
out at high partner rates at the other extreme, and these difference need to be taken into account in assessing the value of
partners’ contributions. The firm’s structure – partnership, limited liability partnership, LLC or corporation – is also a vital
determinant of compensation alignment.

Step Three: Encouraging the right behaviours
Third, the system must encourage the behaviours, performances and contributions which will assist the firm in meeting its goals.
Whilst this may seem obvious, there is a worrying trend towards encouraging and rewarding short term behaviour at the

expense of longer-term investment. This means making sure that the firm clearly defines what it needs from its partners and – if
possible – ensuring every partner has a written business plan and specific goals.

Step Four: Focus on Collaborative Effort
Fourth, it must assist towards the development of a cohesive organisation by focussing on collaborative effort. This makes for a
difficult balancing act between the encouragement of individual performance and the drive for better teamwork. The hogging of
work to boost personal performance is still an issue in most firms.

Step Five: Improvement of Long-term Commitment
Fifth, the system must improve commitment, engagement and enthusiasm to aim for further and better business success. As I
have suggested elsewhere[6], we all spend large proportions of our lives at work and we owe it to ourselves and our firm that
our career and the environment in which we work should be stimulating, satisfying and even fun. I would go further and suggest
that the pursuit of happiness in our firms is more important than the pursuit of profit.

Step Six: Developing the Firm as an Institution
Sixth, it must assist the firm in developing as (or into) an enduring institution by concentrating on the development of its
intangible assets – those features that make the firm unique and competitive, such as specialist niches, systems, processes and
know-how. Included as important aspects of any firm’s institutional capital are its ethos, internal ecology, expected sets of
behaviours and ways of doing things – in other words, its unique organisational culture. The compensation system should
acknowledge and support the assets and value of the firm as an ongoing institution, taking into account, in particular, the value
of the predictable flow of work from an established client base, the ability for partners to work from established premises and
with the firm’s systems, equipment and staff, the reputation and name of the firm and the consequent value of the firm as a
means of quality assurance to existing and potential clients. Other factors in the firms institutional capital include the efficiencies
and economies of scale associated with the firm, its collected know-how and applied knowledge and the synergies obtained
from the development of expert teams across a broad range of professional disciplines.

Step Seven: Comfort and Certainty to Partners and Members
Finally, over many years of experience we have consistently found that partners and owners of professional firms need the
following for their systems of compensation:Transparency, certainty and predictability – the system needs to be easy to understand, the processes easy to follow
and any judgements or assessments seen to have been made with scrupulous sincerity
Security – they need to know they can fulfil at least their basic monthly financial needs
Good accounting practice – any (such as accountants) with a financial background need to know that the system is
credible, logical and not overly complex
The absence of major change – we have found time and time again that it is difficult to get partners/owners to agree a
whole-scale transformation of the compensation system; incremental change is preferred
Fairness – in particular, partners/owners are reluctant to feel they are likely to be subsidising colleagues who they
perceive to be slacking or under-performing
Overall contribution is valuable – most (but not all) want to feel that their overall contribution is taken into account and
not just their financial performance.

Conclusion
The ultimate choice of profit sharing system depends very much on the specific firm’s history, culture, jurisdiction, size and
maturity. Our own preference is for a system with a meaningful performance related element of compensation or reward which
is based on a qualitative assessment of every partner’s total contribution to the firm across a number of critical areas of
performance. However, such a system will not suit every firm. We are seeing many firms still seeking to stick as closely as
possible to what they see as the true partnership ethic which equal sharing and lockstep represents. This is particularly true of
those firms with large elements of firm-specific intellectual capital, such as the London magic circle firms and leading New York
firms. It is also clear that some firms in start-up mode or in a period of entrepreneurially driven growth will continue to be
attracted to the relative simplicity of an Eat-What-What-You-Kill system. There will also continue to be a body of firms which are
either heterogeneous motels for professionals or where both the business model and the emphasis are on individualistic
business builders and fee barons. For such firms the more formulaic models of compensation will continue to have their place.

What is clear is that every system requires active and robust management to ensure that partners do not creep their way up to
progression beyond their competence and contribution.
[1] The Edge International Global Compensation Survey
[2] The Rosenberg Survey 2019
[3] See the Ten Terrible Truths about Law Firm Partner Contribution by Ed Wesemann (August 2006) available from
www.edge.ai
[4] Gilson & Mnookin – Sharing among the Human Capitalists: an Economic Inquiry into the Corporate Law Firm and how
Partners split Profits (Stanford Law Review January 1985)
[5] Aquila AJ and Rice CL (2007) Compensation as a Strategic Asset
[6] https://jarrett-kerr.com/ten-steps-towards-a-happier-firm/
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